Introduction
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) provide many location-aware services, such as map navigation, driving direction, searching nearby hotels or restaurants, and asking weather and t r a 5 c information; which can improve safety and efficiency of road transport 14: 5, 71. For the location-aware services, it is challenging to have mobile clients efficiently receive information in terms of system time and power consumption [l, 8, 91 . However, on ITS, people usually do not consider the 'Work supported by the National Science Concil and MOE for Promoting Academic Excellence of Universities under the grant numbers NSC9O-2213-E009-068, NSC92-2213-E027-010, and
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Li-Chun Wang, Lei Chen, Chung-Ju Chang Communication Engineering Department National Chiao-Tung University Hsin-Chu, Taiwan {lichun,tristone,cjchang}@cm.nctu.edu.tw power consumption seriously since the mobile devices can have the power supplied from the vehicles. In this paper, we discuss the shortest-route sewice on ITS which provides the shortest route information between two locations specified by a mobile client and propose an on-demand broadcasting strategy to fulfill the shortestroute service. To evaluate our scheme, we consider the system time (i.e., the time elapsed between the issuing and termination of a request), the total channel cost (Le., the amount of data sent from the server), and the channel interference for a group of mobile clients.
In the shortest-route service, we observe that different mobile clients may share parts of the route information of each other. Figure 1 shows an example. Traditional client-server model using a dedicated chan- ne1 can be applied to support the shortest-route service but may result in a large channel cost, long system time, large power consumption, and low channel ntiliation due to repeatedly sending shared information to different mobile clients. Instead of using point-to-point communication, we consider on-demand data broadcasting(/multicasting) instead. Data broadcasting provides an efficient way to disseminate data [l, 2, 6, 9, 13, 14)
0-7803-81 93-9/04/$17.00 02004 IEEE and can avoid sending the shared information to different mobile clients repeatedly; therefore, yields less total channel cost and shorter system time on average. Since data broadcasting can not be applied to all kinds of the infomation-centric applications or services [2] , it turns out that a new protocol for data broadcasting is necessary. We refer to such broadcasting as on-dernand data broadcating [3] .
Our on-demand broadcasting protocol is different from the previous study [2, 3, 10, 121 . In our strategy, the server first collects the requests from mobiles clients, processes the requests in batch, and then broadcasts the result to the mobile clients sent the requests. To avoid waiting for the batch processing, the server collects and processes requests for the next broadcast during the current broadcasting. Besides, since not all the data in the broadcast channel are relevant to the request of a mobile client, we consider that the mobiles can receive results by selective tuning [S, 9, 11, 13, 151, which allows a mobile client to selectively receives the data relevant to its request. A mobile client can tune into the broadcast when the packet is relevant to its request and tune out when the packet is irrelevant. In order that a mobile client can selectively tune into the broadcast, the server needs to set up an index from the data broadcast for mobile clients. Broadcasting data with index has been widely discussed recently [S, 9, 131 . Our proposed on-demand broadcast method using few additional broadcast packets which contain the index.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we describe the two models we consider for the shortest-route service, the traditional model and our ondemand model. We analyze these two methods in Section 3. In Section 4, we study the channel interference caused by the broadcast channel and compare it with the one caused by the dedicated channels. The results of the simulation using synthetic data are shown in Section 5. We compare the data broadcasting scheme to the traditional method and measure the performance in terms of the total channel cost and the system time. Besides, we discuss the impact of the data correlation among the routes on the performance of our broadcast scheme for the shortest route services. We then give our conclusion remarks in Section 6 .
System Models
We assume that there are N mobile clients communicating with a server in the same area. Each mobile client can ask the server for the shortest route information between two specific locations. After receiving the requests, the server processes the requests and will send the corresponding results back to the mobile clients. To send the information back to the mobile clients, the shortest route information forms a number of packets. We represent the packet size as B and the channel capacity between the server and a mobile client as C. There are two models discussed in this paper: one is the traditional dedicated channel model and the other is the on-demand broadcasting approach.
Dedicated Channel Method
On the point-t-point client-server system, when a mobile client has a request, it first establishes a dedicated channel with the server. The request is then sent to the server via the dedicated channel. After receiving the request, the server processes the request and then sends the result back to the mobile client via the dedicated channel. By following this approach, when the number of mobile clients is large, a huge channel bandwidth is needed. Since the uplink bandwidth is iked and limited, many requests may be rejected. Furthermore, a mobile client may waste channel bandwidth while waiting for the server to process the request. In this case, the channel utilization is low and the mobile client consumes unnecessary battery energy.
On-Demand Broadcasting
To avoid the drawbacks in the dedicated channel method, we propose to use a broadcast channel to serve mobile clients for the shortest route service. We call such an approach as the on-demand broadcasting method. Figure 2 shows an example of an on-demand broadcasting environment. The server first collects the requests from mobile clients in a period of time and then processes the requests in a batch. We assume that the server has the ability to process a set of the shortest route requests in a batch. After the batch process, the server organizes the results and creates an index. Then the server distributes the results with the index to the mobile clients via a broadcast channel. The index helps the mobile clients to select their own result correctly. In our on-demand broadcasting model for the shortest route service, since the main function of the index is to indicate which packets should be selected for each mobile client, we realize that using a bit array for each mobile client as the index is a simple and efficient way in terms of server workload and total number of packets in the broadcast. The size of a bit array is the number of packets in the broadcast for the results. Each mobile client uses its bit array to select the packets related to its query result. If the packet i is relevant for some mobile client, the ith bit in the bit array for that client is 1; otherwise, the ith bit is 0.
Before the server starts broadcasting, it pages all the mobile clients having sent requests and passes the corresponding index (bit-array) to each mobile client. Then, the server starts broadcasting. During the broadcast, the server collects the requests for the next hatch and process themto prepare the next broadcast cycle. A diagram for the process in the server is shown in Figure 3 . For a mobile client, it uses a dedicated channel to send a request. After the request has been sent, the dedicated channel is disconnected and can be used by other mobile clients. A mobile client then can do other work or sleep while waiting for the server to tell that the requested result is ready. After receiving the paging signal, a mobile-starts to receive the result selectively with the bit-array.
Performance Analysis
In this section, we analyze the two approaches in the previous section in terms of the system time T,,, and the channel cost T,. We assume that the system is in the steady-state.
Dedicated Channel Method
Let X and p be the mobile client arriving rate and the server's service rate, respectively. We assume that the server has M available channels. If a client sends a request to the server and all the channels are used, the request of this client is blocked. We analyze this scenario. However, in our simulation, to have a fair comparison with the on-demand broadcasting method, we simulate the case when the rejected mobile client re-transmits the request.
According to an MIMlmlm queueing model, the bloclcing probability Pb is where C is the channel capacity.
We model the on-demand broadcasting method by the MIGII queueing process with service vacations. Refer to Fig. 3 for the server's process. The mobile clients randomly send requests, the server gives a hatch service, and the service ends randomly for each mobile.
For the time being, we consider that service time T is fixed. Assume that mobile client i finds that j mobile clients have requests ahead of him and the server serves n mobile clients in each batch. Then, the waiting t i e w i for the client i is Obviously, one broadcast channel uses a much smaller bandwidth than M dedicated channels when mobile clients receiving the results. Furthermore, because of being able to disconnect between a mobile client and the server after the request is sent, the server can collect more requests in the on-demand broadcasting model. In the following section, we will discuss the channel interference.
Channel Interference
We assume that there are M dedicated channels for our shortest route service on ITS. For the on-demand broadcasting method, only one channel is used. Intuitively, the interference generated by the dedicated channels is M times the one generated by the broadcast channel. However, the mean transmitted power of the dedicated channels should be less than the mean transmitted power of the broadcasting channel because the base station can transmit less power to maintain the r e ceived power for user terminals close to the base station than that for users at the cell boundary.
Let L, be the path-loss and then cy LP = 7 (9) Assume that R denotes the cell radius of a base station.
If the mobile clients are uniformly distributed in a cell, the mean path-loss of mobiles in a cell for the dedicated channel method is where the value of do is much smaller than the value of R, and the mean path-loss for the broadcasting channel 
R
Note that we assume there is no mobile client having the distance to the base station smaller than do.
The relationship of the mean power of these two methods to achieve a fixed SIR target is as follows:
Rom the above equation, we can find that larger cell radius R will lead to higher transmission power for the on-demand broadcasting method. Figure 4 shows this trend. Consequently, how to determine a suitable cell radius for the on-demand-broadcast method becomes important. If the radius is too large, the transmission power becomes much larger than the transmission power of the dedicate channels. In that case, the interference caused by the broadcasting channel is larger than that caused by the dedicated channels.
Numerical Results
We present our simulation work on the system time, T,,,, and the total channel cost, T,. The data set is synthetic and consists of line segments on the plane. The The power ratio of the on-demand broadcasting method to the traditional dedicated channel method using H=50 dedicated channels shortest route information for a mobile client is a subset of these line segments. In our simulation, we first generate 10000 line segments uniformly in the unit square as the data set and then let the request of a mobile client be a subset of these line segments. We consider 1000 mobile clients. Since different mobile clients can share parts of the route information, a line segment is randomly referred many times by different mobiles. We control the data correlation by setting a percentage of reference to each line segment. According to the ondemand broadcasting method, the server generates an index (bit-array) for each mobile client in each batch and a mobile client uses the index to receive the information. Each packet is 24 bytes containing a line segment. The data rate of a channel is 288 kbps. The mobile client arrival rate is 50 arrivals per second. Our numerical results are tailored toward the performance analysis in Section 3 for the steady-state. In our simulation, we consider that the number of dedicated channels, M , is equal to 20, 30, 40, and 50 for the dedicated channel method and the maximum number of served clients for the on-demand method is 20,30, 40, and 50. The backoff time is 0.1 second and the data correlation between the routes is from 40% to 90%. The performance metrics are the system time Tsys and the total channel cost T,. Figure 5 shows the mean system time for different data correlations. For the dedicated channel method, as the data correlation increases, the total amount of packets for sending the route information to each mobile client increases and thereby results longer system time. As the number of channels becomes larger, the waiting time is reduced and leads to a shorter average system time. If the waiting time is very small, for the case of 50 channels, the mean system time i s almost the same as the the mean service time no matter what the data correlation is. For the on-demaud method, the broad- cast packets can be shared. Thus, the mean service time for different data correlations is the same and we will illustrate this phenomenon later. For a fixed m aimum number of served clients: the mean waiting time for different data correlation is also the same since the waiting time is independent from the data correlation in the on-demand method. As the maximum number of served clients becomes larger, the probability for a mobile client to wait for the service is less and hence the system time decreases.
In our on-demand broadcasting method, a mobile client sends a request and then disconnects the channel and waits for the result. During the waiting period, the channel can be used by other mobile clients. It is reasonable to assume that the maximum number of mobile clients served in a batch is larger than the number of available channels in the dedicated channel method. We compare the result of the dedicated channel method with 30 channels and the result of the ondemand method with the maximurn number of served mobile clients 40 as in Fig. 6(a) .
The comparison shows that when the data correlation is high, our on-demand method yields a better system time due to the ability to share the packets between mobile clients. This result suggests what the maximum number of served clients should be adopted in a batch to have a better system when using the on-demand method.
Since there is no extra indexing packets in the dedicated channel method, the service time of the dedicated channel method is better than that of the on-demand method. Our simulation shows that the service time is much smaller than the waiting time as comparing in Fig. 6 . The system time is hence dominated by the waiting time for both methods. The service time and waiting time for the dedicated channel method increase as the data correlation increases since each mobile client needs more packets. The mean service time for the ondemand method is almost the same no matter what the shows the total channel costs of the two methods. The total channel cost indicates the total amount of data sent by a server to serve a group of mobile clients. For the dedicated channel method, the total channel cost increases a s the data correlation becomes higher. On the other hand, the total channel cost does not change in our on-demand broadcasting method for different data correlations. The conclusion is obvious since our on-demand broadcasting method always sends almost the same amount of data regardless of the data correlation. If the maximum number of served clients decreases in each hatch, the server needs more batches to server the mobile clients. Hence, the total channel cost increases as the maximum number of served clients decreases. By contrast: for the dedicated channel method, as the data correlation increases, the amount of data to be sent increases. Note that the total amount of data to he sent is fixed for the server since the server sends the corresponding result to each mobile client independently. So, the result also shows that the total channel cost is the same for different numbers of channels. Figure 8 shows the ratio of the total channel cost of the dedicated channel method to that of the oudemand method. The result shows that our on-demand broadcasting method allows the server to send much less amount of data to the same group of mobile clients with respect to the amount of data sent by the dedicated channel method. Consider the case of 50 channels in the dedicated channel method and 50 served clients in the on-demand broadcasting method. The ratio of total channel cost is at least 30. For the on-demand method, we use one broadcast channel to server as many clients as possible. However, the number of clients served by a channel in the dedicated channel method is limited.
Conclusions
In this paper, we consider the shortest route service on ITS. We provide an on-demand broadcasting method in which the server collects the shortest route requests from the mobile clients, processes the requests in a batch, and sends the results by broadcasting the results with an index. The mobile clients receive their shortest route information by selectively tuning into the hroadcast. Our on-demand broadcasting method can provide less total channel cost and fewer system time. Our sim-~ 706 dation also shows that the performance is significantly improved when the data correlation among the routes is high. The simulation also suggests a way to adopt the maximum number of served clients in a batch when applying our on-demand broadcasting method. Furthermore, we explore the channel interference caused by the broadcasting channel. It shows that the channel interference increases when the cell radius increases and suggests a way to decide a suitable cell radius.
